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a b s t r a c t

Wavefront coding is an effective optical technique used to extend the depth of field for an incoherent
imaging system. Through introducing an optimized phase mask to the pupil plane, the modulated optical
transfer function is defocus-invariant. In this paper, we proposed a new form phase mask using non-
integer order and signum function to extend the depth of field. The performance of the phase mask is
evaluated by comparing defocused modulation transfer function invariant and Fisher information with
other phase masks. Defocused imaging simulation is also carried out. The results demonstrate the ad-
vantages of non-integer order phase mask and its effectiveness on the depth of field extension.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Extending the depth of field (DOF) of an incoherent imaging
system with wavefront coding phase mask has been an active
research topic for many years [1–7]. By introducing a purposely
designed phase mask in the pupil plane, the point spread function
(PSF) or optical transfer function (OTF) has been made insensitive
along a wide range of defocus. Then, the images with large DOF
can be restored with just one de-convolution filter from encoding
images.

During the past decades, there are many kinds of wavefront
coding phase mask have been proposed, such as cubic phase mask
[1,2], logarithmic phase mask [3–5], sinusoidal phase mask [6] and
tangent phase mask [7]. These phase masks have different char-
acteristics on achieving DOF extension. In order to make a rea-
sonable performance analysis, the parameters of the phase masks
need to be optimized first by some merit functions, including MTF
invariant [8], Fisher information (FI) [9,10], Hilbert space angle [11]
and Strehl ratio (S.R.) [12]. The cubic phase mask is the most
Center of Extreme Precision
s and Physics, Chinese Acad-
original one and has been derived by the stationary phase method.
The logarithmic phase mask has been improved many times to
effectively stabilize the oscillation of MTF on low spatial frequency.
The sinusoidal and tangent phase masks have shown their su-
periority in extending DOF with more invariable defocused MTF.

In this paper, we propose a new asymmetrical phase mask
combining non-integer order and sign function through modifying
the cubic phase mask. Then we compare the proposed phase mask
with some other phase masks to discuss their defocused MTFs
invariant characteristics relatively. Finally, imaging simulation is
carried out to demonstrate its validity and effectiveness in DOF
extension for an incoherent imaging system.
2. Optimization

The phase function of the new wavefront coding phase mask is
presented by:

Ψ α( ) = ( ( )⋅ + ( )⋅ ) ( )β βx y sign x x sign y y, 1

where, x and y are the pupil plane coordinates in the horizontal
and vertical direction, sign denotes the signum function, which is
defined as 1 for x (or y) 40 and �1 for x (or y) o0, α and β are
the coefficients of the phase mask, which will be determined
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Fig. 1. Phase map and contour map of the surface of the optimized non-integer
order phase mask.

Table 1
Coefficient of wavefront coding phase mask.

α β

Cubic [7] 74.73 –

Logarithmic [5] �268.96 �1.52
Sinusoidal [6] 148.76 1.83
Tangent [7] 37.59 1.27
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through the optimization.
Here, the pupil function of a wavefront coding imaging system

with only defocus aberration is present by:
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where k¼2π/λ is an optical constant, W20 is the defocus
parameter.

In order to optimize these parameters of the phase mask, merit
function has been built based on MTF invariant, presented as:
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where, uj and vi are the normalized spatial frequencies at jth and
ith positions in the horizontal and vertical direction. W20,k is the
kth defocus parameter. Std denotes the standard deviation and
Mean denotes the average of MTFs.

In addition, a punish function based on S.R. has been brought in
the merit function to avoid over optimizing, which could make
image restoration process fail due to excessively low MTF, pre-
sented as:
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Where, κ is the weight of the punish function.
Therefore, the optimization process can be simply presented as

following steps:
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In the optimization, a series of coefficients of the phase mask
are stored in a matrix Coefwithin certain ranges, α is [0, 150] and β
is [2, 5]. Next, the MTF values of the optical system are calculated
through Fourier transform with different defocus parameters W20,
whose range is from 0 to 5λ. Then, if the PF value is no larger than
the threshold, continue calculating the MF of this set of coeffi-
cients and save the MF value in the Value. Repeat this process and
the best coefficients of the proposed phase mask will be obtained
finally with an optimization algorithm.

Simulated annealing algorithm in Matlab is adopted as the
optimization algorithm to quickly find the minimum. Then, the
phase and contour map of the surface of the optimized non-in-
teger order phase mask are shown in Fig. 1 with optimization
coefficient α¼115.12 and β¼3.66.
Fig. 2. Profiles of cubic, logarithmic, sinusoidal, tangent and non-integer order
phase mask.
3. Comparison

The phase function of cubic mask, logarithmic mask, sinusoidal
mask and tangent mask can respectively be described as:



Fig. 3. Defocused MTFs of cubic, logarithmic, sinusoidal, tangent and non-integer order phase mask.

Fig. 4. Fisher information of cubic, logarithmic, sinusoidal, tangent and non-integer
order phase mask.
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The optimized coefficients of these phase masks are given in
Table 1, and their 2D phase profiles are shown in Fig. 2 compared
with the proposed phase mask.

As Fig. 2 shows that slope of proposed phase mask changes
gently compared with tangent and logarithmic phase mask, which
means it easier to be manufactured with a better surface
roughness.

The defocused MTF curves of these phase masks are computed
with coefficients in Table 1, the result is shown in Fig. 3. And de-
focus parameter W20 is chosen as 0, 1λ, 2λ, 3λ, 4λ, 5λ, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, the defocused MTF curves of all five phase
masks manifest their low sensitivity to defocus against conven-
tional optical system. However, defocused MTF curve of classical
cubic phase mask shows oscillation over the entire spatial fre-
quency range. The logarithmic phase mask and sinusoidal phase
mask stabilize the oscillation of MTF curves at high spatial fre-
quency, but at cost of larger oscillation phenomenon at low spatial
frequency. Tangent phase mask and non-integer order phase mask
present an obvious advantage on eliminating the oscillation,
which demonstrates that the defocus invariant characteristics of
the two phase masks are better in the DOF extension for an optical
imaging system.



Table 2
Imaging simulation results.

Defocus parameter 
W 20 /λ

Imaging without phase 
mask

Imagi
o

0

1

3

5

Fig. 5. Original spoke image.
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Fisher information (FI) is an effective evaluation criterion to
judge the performance of wavefront coding phase mask against
defocus. FI is introduced to estimate the similarity of the PSF with
different defocus parameters. As the PSF becomes more sensitive
to the defocus parameters, the value of FI will be larger. The FI can
be expressed as:
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where, x’ and y’ are the image plane coordinates in the horizontal
and vertical direction, h denotes the PSF, which can be obtained
through Fourier transformation of pupil function.

The values of FI for cubic phase mask, logarithmic phase mask,
sinusoidal phase mask, tangent phase mask and non-integer order
phase mask are shown in Fig. 4 with defocus parameter W20 from
0 to 5λ.

As Fig. 4 shows, the FI value of non-integer phase mask is the
ng with non -integer 
rder phase mask Recovered image
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smallest among all five phase masks under any defocus para-
meters value, which demonstrates the proposed phase mask has
better defocus invariant characteristics. Besides, it is clearly seen
that FI values of non-integer order phase mask follow a relatively
smooth curve against others, which also indicates that the pro-
posed phase mask has better performance on extending DOF.

In conclusion, the wavefront coding phase masks of non-in-
teger and tangent forms have the best performances in DOF ex-
tension and MTF invariant. Compared with the tangent one, the
proposed phase mask is easier to be manufactured with good
surface roughness due to its gentle slope.
4. Simulation

In order to show the performance of proposed phase mask on
DOF extension in a more direct way, imaging simulation is carried
out. The virtual object used in the simulation is a defocus testing
spoke image with resolution of 512pixels�512pixels, as shown in
Fig. 5. In the simulation, the wavelength is set as 0.5 μm.

The final images of imaging system with non-integer phase
mask are restored by using a same de-convolution filter, which is
presented as:
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( )

( ) ( )
D u v

OTF u v
OTF u v

,
,

, , 0 8
diff

mask
filter

where, OTFdiff denotes the in-focus OTF of the diffraction limited
imaging system and OTFmask denotes the OTF of the imaging system
with phase mask at defocus parameter equals zero.

The imaging simulation result is shown in Table 2. The left
column of images in Table 2 are the imaging results of a conven-
tional imaging system without phase mask over values of defocus
parameters from 0 to 5λ. The middle column of images are ima-
ging results with non-integer order phase mask and the right are
the images restored from middle column by the same de-con-
volution filter as above mentioned. It is apparently shown in Ta-
ble 2 that the imaging results with the proposed phase mask have
good resolution and high contrast across a broad range of defocus.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new form phase mask with non-
integer order and sign function to realize DOF extension in an
incoherent imaging system. Through comparing the defocused
MTF curves and values of FI with other phase masks, the results
show that the new optimized phase mask has better performance
on defocused MTFs invariant characteristics. Finally we make the
imaging simulation with and without the proposed phase mask.
The comparison of imaging results demonstrate its effectiveness in
DOF extension further.
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